We propose a chiral imaging modality based on optical chirality engineering, fluorescence-detected circular dichroism and structured illumination microscopy. In this method, the optical chirality of the illumination is structured and the circular dichroism dependent fluorescence is detected. With image reconstruction, the spatial distribution of chiral domains can be obtained at sub-diffraction limited resolution. We theoretically demonstrate this method and discuss the feasibility using an optical chirality engineering approach based on far-field optics.
resolution. However, its image acquisition rate is relatively slow and limited to the sample surface. Thus, a highthroughput wide-field imaging modality for chiral domains with sub-wavelength spatial resolution is highly desired.
In this letter, we propose a chiral imaging method which combines optical chirality (OC) engineering, fluorescencedetected circular dichroism (FDCD) [26] [27] [28] and structured illumination microscopy (SIM) [29] [30] [31] [32] . This new imaging method (called chiral SIM) is based on wide-field illumination with fluorescence detection and provides subdiffraction limited resolution. In typical SIM, structured intensity patterns are used for illumination ( Fig. 1(a) ). This leads to the moiré effect, which down-modulates the high spatial frequency information of the fluorescent sample into the detectable range of a microscope and thereby improves the spatial resolution after image reconstruction. In chiral SIM, the OC of the illumination is spatially structured ( Fig.  1(b) ). This generates a moiré pattern on fluorescent chiral domains and enables sub-diffraction limited chiral imaging.
The absorption rate of a chiral molecule illuminated by an external time-harmonic electromagnetic field can be expressed as [25] ( ) 
where ω is the angular frequency, α ′′ is the imaginary electric dipole polarizability and G′′ is the imaginary electric-magnetic mixed polarizability. E and B are the time-harmonic complex local electric and magnetic field, respectively. The contributions involving the magnetic susceptibility and higher-order moments are neglected as they are insignificant for typical molecules. Taking the ε is the permittivity of free space, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as [25] ( )
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) is the dominant electric dipole absorption and the second term is the chirality-dependent absorption, i.e., the origin of CD. The contribution of the second term requires the molecule to be chiral ( 0 G′′ ≠ ) and the illumination to possess nonzero OC ( 0 C ≠ ). Depending on the OC of the illumination, the enantiomers of a chiral molecule show slightly different absorption, resulting in the chiral contrast. Since α ′′ and G′′ are determined by the molecular conformation, the way to externally modulate the absorption is to control the e U or C of the illumination [25, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . This possibility to modulate the absorption rate by engineering the OC of the illumination lays the foundation of the proposed chiral SIM method.
In conventional CD imaging [7, 8] , chiral samples are successively illuminated by left-( + ) and right-handed ( − ) CPL with uniform intensity and spatially invariant OC ( To improve the resolution, chiral SIM modulates the OC of the illumination and detects the CD-dependent incoherent fluorescence, which is essential to obtain sub-diffraction limited resolution [38] . Figure 1(b) illustrates the moiré pattern formed by the superposition of the structured OC pattern and the chiral domain distribution. To image chiral domains via fluorescence, the fluorophores have to comply with the criteria for FDCD and show CD-dependent fluorescence intensity [26] . This means the fluorophores should either be chiral or attached to the chiral domains, and the rotatory Brownian motion should randomize the orientation during the excited state lifetime of the fluorophores [27, 28] . With these conditions satisfied, the fluorescence dependent on CD is
where β is a proportional constant that accounts for the quantum yield of the fluorophore and the detection efficiency of the optical system. Considering the point spread function ( ) h r of the optical system, the acquired
where ⊗ denotes the convolution operation. In chiral SIM, the OC is structured in a cosinusoidal form of 
where % denotes the Fourier transform. It should be noted that the electric energy density of the illumination has to be uniform ( ( ) e e U U = r ) while generating the structured OC distribution so that the second and third term on the righthand side of Eq. (5) which contain high spatial frequency information (±1 st order components) can be extracted. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) which represents the signal from the electric dipolar absorption (0 th order component) will be discarded during chiral SIM image reconstruction (Supplemental Material). After recombining the ±1 st order components with appropriate weighting factors, the chiral domain image with sub-diffraction limited resolution can be reconstructed. In the following, we outline one possible experimental scheme to produce structured OC patterns shown in Fig.  1 (b) by far-field optics and theoretically demonstrate chiral SIM. As depicted in Fig. 2 , the superposition of s-and ppolarized beams with the incident angle of α ± forms periodically structured OC pattern and uniform electric energy density distribution on the sample plane (inset of Fig. 2) . A Siemens star made of left-handed polyfluorene film embedded in its enantiomer is simulated as a chiral sample. Annealed polyfluorene film is known to exhibit a relatively large chiral response under excitation around 400 nm [39] . The magnitude of the averaged dissymmetry factor of the film goes up to 0.37 [11] , which provides sufficient fluorescence modulation for the image reconstruction. For chiral samples with weak CD, the noise becomes relatively pronounced and enhancement in OC might be necessary (Supplemental Material).
To mimic a real experiment, the finite-difference timedomain method (FDTD Solutions, Lumerical) has been applied to simulate the structured OC patterns (Supplemental Material). In the simulation, two plane waves ( 405 λ = nm) with k-vectors in the incident plane (xz-plane, 57 α = o ) are superimposed to obtain the structured OC patterns. The patterns are generated in three in-plane orientations with three modulation phases for isotropic resolution improvement. As a reference for benchmarking the chiral SIM method, a conventional widefield FDCD image is acquired under the illumination of left-and right-handed CPLs. bandwidth beyond the optical transfer function of the optical system. The boundaries between opposite chiral domains manifest themselves as pseudo achiral domains. This is a universal feature of all CD images due to the finite spatial resolution, regardless of the imaging methods [8, 15, 17, 19] . From the line-cut profiles in Fig. 3(c) , the boundaries between opposite chiral domains can be better resolved with the chiral SIM method. In Figs. 3(d-f) , randomly distributed nanobeads (diameter of 100 or 150 nm) made of the enantiomers of a chiral material (dissymmetry factor = 0.37) are simulated to mimic a realistic sample. Compared to the wide-field FDCD image (Fig. 3(d) ), the chiral SIM image (Fig. 3(e) ) shows a higher resolution and, therefore, higher intensity at the location of the beads. Unresolved groups of beads in the wide-field FDCD image are now clearly resolved as separated spots in the chiral SIM image, as evident in the line-cut profiles shown in Fig. 3(f) .
Finally, we address the theoretical spatial resolution of chiral SIM using far-field OC engineering approach shown in Fig. 2 . When the same objective is used for excitation and collection, the resolution can be expressed as cutoff 2 ,
where cutoff em 4 NA/ k π λ = is the cutoff frequency of the imaging system with NA being the numerical aperture of the objective and em λ the emission wavelength. For the OC pattern generated by a pair of s-and p-polarized beams (Fig. 2) , the maximum C k is To further improve the spatial resolution, one may exploit plasmonic SIM scheme [40, 41] and generate OC patterns using the optical near fields of the resonant plasmonic nanostructures [34] [35] [36] . The proposed chiral SIM method may find applications in sub-cellular bio-imaging [7, 15, 42] and material sciences [8, 43] . 
Chiral Structured Illumination Microscopy

S.1 Operational Procedure of Chiral SIM
The operational procedure of chiral SIM is depicted in Fig. S1 . In Step 1, the superposition of s-and p-polarized beams produces a periodically structured OC pattern ( ) = & cos( + ⋅ + ) in one specific in-plane orientation with uniform electric energy density distribution 0 on the sample plane. Here, & is the amplitude, + the k-vector and the spatial phase of the OC pattern. Similar to typical SIM, the structured OC pattern of the illumination is applied in three in-plane orientations, each with three different , and then totally nine raw images are produced. In an experiment, the phase can be adjusted by controlling the phase difference between the two incident beams and the in-plan orientation can be selected by rotating the grating image on the spatial light modulator. In step 2, the raw images are Fourier transformed to their k-space images and processed to extract the high-frequency components. The ±1 st order components are retained because they possess the spatial frequency information about the chiral domains we required (the second and third term in Eq. (5) 
S.2 Consideration on the Signal Modulation Relative to Noise
Similar to typical SIM, chiral SIM also requires the fluorescence modulation to be sufficiently large compared to the image noise. From Eqs. (2) and (3) The fluorescence modulation comes from the second term, which describes the CD and is determined both by the chirality of the material ( 99 ) and the OC ( ) of the excitation field. As for noise, typical sources associated with imaging cameras are the shot noise < , dark noise = and readout noise > . Under common imaging conditions and fluorophore brightness, the shot noise is dominant, i.e., = ? = 3 + > 3 + < 3 ≈ < . Therefore, the noise depends on the total received photons and thus links to both terms. For chiral samples with large CD, e.g., the chiral polyfluorene film shown in the main text, the fluorescence modulation is large enough for image reconstruction. However, for chiral samples with small CD, e.g., the chiral fluorophore in Ref. 33 , an enhancement in the second term of Eq. (S1) by optical field engineering is needed. In this section, we address this issue and comment on the feasibility of chiral SIM method by considering the ratio of the CD-dependent fluorescence modulation to the shot noise < , i.e., = C For FDCD measurement, the CD-dependent fluorescence is acquired with shot noise < , which is proportional to the square root of the total received photon number ± . Therefore, the ratio between the fluorescence modulation and noise can be expressed as For chiral sample with very small HIJ , can be improved by exploiting engineered illumination with enhanced OC, e.g. the optical near fields around well designed plasmonic nanostructures [34, 35, 36] . In this case, the OC can be larger than that of CPL by a factor of , leading to enhanced CD and thus higher dissymmetry factor = HIJ . Therefore, the corresponding becomes e 3 | HIJ |? Q + O . In typical SIM, a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio for successful image reconstruction is commonly larger than 10. Therefore, we plot in Fig. S2 the necessary enhancement factor with respect to | HIJ | for chiral samples to achieve =10 at two realistic total received photon numbers, namely Q + O = 2 × 10 5 and 2 × 10 4 . Figure S2 shows that samples with smaller | HIJ | needs either larger enhancement factor or higher received photon number to achieve MANUSCRIPT = 10. While the enhancement can be obtained by optical engineering using rationally designed nanostructures, the maximum received photon number is determined by multiple factors, including the saturation level of the CCD, the emission brightness of the sample and the allowed acquisition time.
In the main text, the chiral sample has a | HIJ | = 0.37. Therefore, no enhancement of the chiral response is necessary, i.e., 
S.3 FDTD Simulation for Structured OC
To simulate the OC patterns produced from the superposition of a pair of s-and p-polarized lights, we employ commercially available finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) solver (FDTD Solutions, Lumerical). Two plane waves ( = 405 nm) are propagating along z-axis with = 57° (Fig. 2 in the main text) . A 2D monitor is placed on xy plane to record the optical field 
S.4 Maximum Spatial Frequency of OC Pattern
As shown in Fig. 2 .
